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Abstract: Recent developments in information technology can be attributed to the
development of smart cities which act as a key enabler for next-generation intel-
ligent systems to improve security, reliability, and efficiency. The healthcare sec-
tor becomes advantageous and offers different ways to manage patient
information in order to improve healthcare service quality. The futuristic sustain-
able computing solutions in e-healthcare applications depend upon Internet of
Things (IoT) in cloud computing environment. The energy consumed during data
communication from IoT devices to cloud server is significantly high and it needs
to be reduced with the help of clustering techniques. The current research article
presents a new Oppositional Glowworm Swarm Optimization (OGSO) algorithm-
based clustering with Deep Neural Network (DNN) called OGSO-DNN model for
distributed healthcare systems. The OGSO algorithm was applied in this study to
select the Cluster Heads (CHs) from the available IoT devices. The selected CHs
transmit the data to cloud server, which then executes DNN-based classification
process for healthcare diagnosis. An extensive simulation analysis was carried
out utilizing a student perspective healthcare data generated from UCI repository
and IoT devices to forecast the severity level of the disease among students. The
proposed OGSO-DNN model outperformed previous methods by attaining the
maximum average sensitivity of 96.956%, specificity of 95.076%, the accuracy
of 95.764% and F-score value of 96.888%.
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1 Introduction

In recent times, the smart cities started offering sophisticated and customized services to end users. At
the same time, there can be various security and privacy challenges that pose threat to users in the near future.
It is noted that smart, sustainable, secure, and energy-efficient computing architectural models are the
essential need for the present smart city environment. Internet of Things (IoT) mainly concentrates on
linking the world through smart machines or objects with ability to gather and distribute diverse types of
data at any place and anytime. By allocating exclusive identification for every object in the system, IoT
enables the people to lead a modern and secure lifestyle. In healthcare industry, IoT has been mainly
applied to obtain healthcare data in a rapid manner. IoT is defined as an interlinked network that connects
numerous tools to develop large-scale data which needs to be employed simultaneously.

Healthcare organizations should be able to interchange the information among each other to report the
issue and enhance the working function. Health-based data gains more significance in these firms to offer
good healthcare facilities to patients. The health data exchange among these companies is named ‘Health
Information Exchange (HIE),’ which has been the universal criteria [1]. Though HIE is not a new method
in health sector, it requires annual reinvention to adapt to the recent technical developments and
modifications that take place in the atmosphere [2]. The medical data of every patient gets saved in
external as well as digital databases. Therefore, if a patient decides to transfer to novel healthcare sectors,
the latter is not constrained with the directory which has been applied to derive the recorded patient’s
data anywhere and anytime. The problem of inaccessibility of medical data may lead to unwanted
strategies, repeated sampling, and many other issues like immediate drug response.

In line with the study conducted by Tharmalingam et al. [3], Canada has massive complications in HIE
such as tedious systems, absence of knowledge about the place of patient’s medical data and absence of
permission to apply the data standards which enables the replacement of medical data. There are few
non-technical obstacles such as care burden, problems associated with the patient, different business
concepts, less knowledge about strategies as well as lack of competing merits. The fast proliferation of
modern devices provides unprecedented options for patients and health care experts to digitally replace
the health data [4]. IoT is a modern approach to combine all the modern devices into the system. Besides,
IoT is also deemed as a universal data structure that enables the latest facilities by exchanging devices,
based on previous and interoperable data as well as communication schemes [5]. Hence, it is defined as a
set of various opportunities, provided for the medical centers like resource optimization by automatic
workflows and tremendous process. For example, many clinics apply IoT facilities for asset management,
balancing humidity, temperature inside the living rooms, etc [6]. The set of health information can
provide numerous advantages of interdisciplinary healthcare collaboration. It aims at a personal fitness
plan in the absence of compatibility and extensibility between smart devices and the business paradigm.
Compatibility is defined as data exchange, communication as well as computation events. Also, there is a
robust requirement for effective management and interlinking of objects. Therefore, the compatibility
problem has emerged among heterogeneous devices which must be considered into assumption and
reported for communication issues [7].

Fig. 1 depict the revolution of medical sectors in an IoT-enabled hospital. The patient would have an ID
card which is used for scanning and it is connected to protect the cloud that saves the digital health data, lab
results, medical and treatment records. IoT provides various advantages for health sectors like remote health
observation, fitness programs, chronic infections, and child care. Moreover, it facilities distribution and
management of data among human-machines under the application ‘Internet’ through ubiquitous sensors
[8]. Hence, diverse medical tools, sensors, diagnostic and imaging gadgets could be viewed as intelligent
devices as the kernel portion of IoT. The IoT-relied e-Health observation model would assist in limiting
the number of doctor visits whereas the physicians could monitor the patients directly. Unfortunately, this
model could not be successfully applied in the last few decades; the method is not capable of dealing
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real-time applications. The e-Health solutions, offered by IoT tools, are highly accurate and considered in the
evolution of IoT business landscape that gives diverse options as well as problems for the organization [9].

The sensor model and the automatic data collection process enable passive monitoring at a
psychological condition that considers both patients who suffer from acute and chronic disease and their
caretakers [10]. Such types of sensors could be employed in patient observation state, monitoring regular
functions, and critical care of chronic disease patients [11]. This data provides the treatment which
remains the proof according to the data attained from sensors and monitoring events. These technological
deployments are collected to provide improved comfort, satisfaction, and better control to enhance the
individual's lifetime.

Tyagi et al. [12] deployed a cloud IoT-based healthcare approach. They presented Platform as a Service
(PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) that guide the patients in cost cutting by enabling them save and
distribute the health data to healthcare firms in a protective manner. Gathering data from objects, tools, as
well as massive sources, come up with significant issue. The patients are categorized as patients with
selective treatment while emergency patients require adverse treatment. Numerous mobile health sectors
are being operated offline which are combined into semantic web models for e-Health facilities. Datta
et al. [13] projected machine-to-machine (M3) model that activates the maintenance of modern, linked,
and personalized healthcare and facilities for modern buildings.

Prayoga et al. [14] conducted a study in which they regularly sampled, used, confined, and verified the
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) as the major technique employed in Greater Jakarta to find that these
variables are applicable to detect the aim of a user and concatenate it into a theoretical concept. Jagatheesan
et al. [15] defined various sensors with diverse applications from every manufacturer that was not preferred

Figure 1: An IoT-based healthcare system—An overview
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by the customers. Hence, the study presented Multiple Producer Multiple Consumer (MPMC) system which
collects human interfaces to manage the portion of data distribution.

The developers examined a diabetic patient who had been admitted in emergency. The IoT interaction
approach was deployed as a major activation of distributed healthcare domains. The major objective in this
method is observed by patients, doctors, and shared databases. Manashty et al. [16] concentrated on
occupying the space among signs and diagnostic trend data to detect the health abnormalities accurately.
Sheriff et al. [17] developed a reference approach for healthcare data through a combination of IoT,
Complex Event Processing (CEP) as well as big data analytics. Pir et al. [18] followed the HMIS
approach with content awareness to model the management systems of modern hospitals on the basis of IoT.

In spite of diverse enhancements, deep learning (DL) models have arouse as an effective tool to handle
big data. It is derived from the traditional artificial neural network (ANN) with multiple hidden perceptron
layers which assists in the identification of the hidden patterns. The core concept of DL lies in the replication
of how the human brain works. Therefore, in IoT based network, the DL model receives the input from the
sensors and repeatedly sends it to the next layers till the required outcome is achieved.

Though the earlier works have been focused on healthcare, still there is a need to develop new
optimization algorithms for achieving energy efficiency among the IoT devices. The IoT devices demand
high amount of energy when transferring the patient data to cloud server. So, the clustering process is
applied to achieve energy efficiency. In this view, the current research article presents a new OGSO
algorithm-based clustering with DNN called OGSO-DNN model. The oppositional based learning process
is incorporated into GSO algorithm to increase the convergence rate. The OGSO method was used to
select Cluster Heads (CHs) from the available IoT devices. Then, the DNN-based classification process
gets executed to identify the presence of disease and the severity level.

The upcoming portions of the paper are organized as follows. The OGSO-DNN model is elaborated in
Section 2. Followed by, the performance validation of OGSO-DNN is done in Section 3, and the paper is
concluded in Section 4.

2 The Proposed Model

The presented method operates on three major subsystems such as user subsystem, cloud subsystem, and
alert subsystem. Initially, the user subsystem contributes to data acquisition process, under the application of
IoT medical devices from an individual. Simultaneously, the OGSO-DNN algorithm is implemented to
collect the information from IoT devices and choose an appropriate CH. Followed by, the CHs transmit
the sensed information from IoT devices to gateway devices and cloud subsystem. Consequently, the
cloud subsystem is used for disease analysis that is conducted by applying DNN which helps in the
detection of disease with diverse stages of severity and finally it produces an alert system. The entire
process involved in the newly developed approach is shown in the Fig. 2.

2.1 User Subsystem

The patient's health records are gathered by applying a data acquisition approach which activates a
seamless integration of smart, less-power sensors, and medical devices. These sensors are placed across
the entire human body either externally or internally to monitor the person’s actions. Here, a user's body
sensor network is enclosed with wearable as well as inbuilt sensors. All sensors are combined with bio-
sensors namely, ECG, EEG, Blood Pressure (BP), and so on. The sensor nodes are suitable in collecting
student physiological values of both structured and unstructured types and send to the coordinator. To
retain the data integrity, while performing the transmission task, a channel is secured with the help of
Secure Socket Layer (SSL) to provide security and privacy. The timestamp synchronization of diverse
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categories of sensors is carried out. The fog layer is comprised of a gateway, named as synchronizing devices,
for routine data at the cloud layer for next iteration [19–23].

2.2 Energy-Efficient Clustering Process

In this section, the clustering process involved in the OGSO algorithm is explained.

2.2.1 Glowworm Swarm Optimization (GSO)
Glowworm Swarm Optimization (GSO) is assumed to be a smart swarm optimization algorithm which is

used in accelerating luminescent features of fireflies. In GSO technique, the glowworm swarms are
distributed in a solution space based on Fitness Function (FF) of every glowworm’s location. The robust
glowworm has maximum brightness and an optimal position where it secures maximum FF rate.
Glowworms are comprised of vigorous lines of sight, named as a decision domain, which has the range
of density for neighboring nodes. In contrast, the decision radius is limited while the glowworms travel
towards a similar type of strong fluorescence in a decision domain. All the glowworms would be placed
in the best positions once higher values of iterations are achieved. The process involved in the GSO
algorithm is shown in the Fig. 3. It is comprised of five phases as given below:

� Fluorescence in concentration

� Neighbour set

Figure 2: The Block diagram of OGSO-DNN model
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� Decision domain radius

� Moving probability

� Glowworm position

The fluorescence in the concentration updating method is simplified by the Eq. (1).

liðtÞ ¼ ð1� aÞliðr � 1Þ þ bfðxiðtÞÞ (1)

where li(f) is the fluoresence in the concentration of ith glowworm at time f ;a implies the fluoresence in
volatilization coefficient, b signifies fluorescence in improvement factor, fðxÞ denotes the fitness function
and xiðrÞ represents the location of glowworm i at f time which is implied in the Eq. (2).

NiðtÞ ¼ fj :kxjðrÞ�xiðtÞk< rid;liðtÞ <ljðtÞg (2)

where NiðfÞ is the neighbor set of ith glowworm at time r and ridðrÞ implies the radius of the decision domain
for ith glowworm at moment f as expressed in the Eq. (3).

ridðtþ 1Þ ¼ min frs; max fridðtÞ þ gðni�jNiðtÞjÞgg (3)

Figure 3: The flowchart of the GSO algorithm
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where rs denotes the attained radius of a glowworm, g refers the value of the decision domain, and ni
shows the neighbor threshold. The moving possibility of an updated technique is depicted in the Eq. (4).

pijðrÞ ¼
lj tð Þ�li tð ÞP

k2Nt
lk tð Þ�li rð Þ (4)

where pij tð Þ shows the probability where glowworm i travels to the glowworm j at r time as represented in the
Eq. (5).

xiðtþ 1Þ ¼xiðtÞ þ sð xj tð Þ�xi tð Þ
xj tð Þ�xi tð Þ Þ (5)

2.2.2 OGSO Algorithm
Opposition Based Learning (OBL) is a major objective in effective optimization process to improve the

convergence speed of diverse heuristic optimizing models. The effective execution of OBL helps in the
estimation of opposite population as well as the recent population in a similar generation to identify the
optimal candidate solution of a provided problem. The OBL model has effectively been applied in
diverse meta-heuristics to improve the convergence speed. The model of the opposite count has to be
explained in OBL.

Assume N 2 N½x; y� is a real number. The opposite number N0 is expressed as:

No¼ xþ y� N (6)

In case of d-dimensional search space, the description might be expanded in the following:

No
i¼xiþyi�Ni (7)

where (N1;N2;::NdÞ is referred to d-dimensional search space as well as Ni xi;yi½ �; i ¼ 1; 2;::; d. From
Oppositional Based Optimization (OBO), the method of OBL is applied in these initialization process of
the GSO algorithm and for every iteration, under the application of jumping rate.

2.2.3 Optimal Clustering Process
The GSO FF could resolve the best clustering models. Since the clustering method is often difficult,

more amount of data has to be exchanged among the nodes in CH selection and this results in few
overheads. Hence, it is deployed as GSO FF. The metrics are used to manage the production of uneven
network clustering. While selecting a CH, it undergoes dispersion, eliminates missing data and tends to
develop the nearest node to combine CH rapidly. The power application of CH is higher when compared
with alternate member nodes. In the absence of optimal balancing values, it is simple and leads to CH
power dissipation and finally it gets expired. Hence, the CH power has to be estimated. The CH is often
facilitated with maximum energy.

2.2.4 Cluster Generation Algorithm
An assumption is made that there are N nodes in a network to label K clusters with MðIh<< MÞ

candidate CHs. Followed by, from the Ck
n feasible clustering techniques, selecting the best clustering

concept is named as optimization issue. At the time of applying GSO FF to resolve the optimal clustering
approach, the FF model has to assume two things such as the local density of CH, which is nothing but
the maximum distance inside a cluster, and the power dissipation of nodes in the cluster. Hence, the
management over uneven network clustering is caused due to CH dispersion.

At the beginning, the cloud server estimates the maximum power of every node on the basis of energy
data from the network. A node, in which the Residual Energy (RE) is higher when compared with maximum
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energy, is assumed as a candidate CH of the present round. The BS implements the GSO model to compute
the best clustering so as to identify higher FF measures as depicted in the Eq. (8).

fðxÞ ¼E1f 1ðpjÞþE2f 2ðpjÞþE3f 3ðpjÞþE4f 4ðpjÞ (8)

The local density ri of CH is developed through a kernel function as illustrated in the Eq. (9)

ri¼
X

j2JS e
�ð
dij
dc

Þ2
(9)

where S ¼ faigki�1 implies the CH set, dc represents the truncation distance whereas dðai;ajÞ signifies the
distance from CH ai and CH aj; f 1 shows the CH distance evaluation factor. The CH dispersion could be
attained by limiting the adjacent distance of CH. The f 1 is expressed through the Eq. (10).

f 1¼
min fdijg; Iis 6¼ [

j 2 IiS
max fdijg; Iis¼[j 2 Jis

j 2 IiS

8>><
>>: (10)

Iis¼ 2 IS:f =h>f ig
where f2 indicates the cluster compactness estimation factor whereas the lower distance between node and the
CH is determined using the Eq. (11).

f 2¼ 1

maxK¼1;2���K
P

8ni2Cpj ;k

d ni;CHPjK

� �
cPjK
�� ��

( ) (11)

where dðni;CHPj;KÞ is the distance between node ni and adjacent CH while jCPj;kj implies the count of
nodes in cluster CK:f 3signifies the CH power estimation while the ratio of CH energy is identified by
applying Eq. (12).

f 3¼
PK

K¼1 EðCHpj;=hÞPN
i¼1 EðniÞ

(12)

where f4 depicts CH position evaluation measure, NC shows the network center, and CH position is
calculated by Eq. (13).

f 4¼ K � dðBS;NCÞPK
i¼1 dðBS;CHpj;kÞ

(13)

The weight coefficient of every evaluation factor meets E1þE2þE3þE4¼ 1. Based on the FF the higher
FF measure could satisfy the given criteria such as optimal CH dispersion, compact cluster geometry,
maximum CH energy and CH is nearby BS. The cluster developed by FF could apply lower energy and
distribute the CHs so that tiny clusters are deployed in a vicinity of BS that manages the power
dissipation among the clusters.

2.3 Cloud Subsystem

The sensory IoT data is recorded in a Cloud-relied atmosphere after being identified ubiquitously. It
derives the time elements, gets saved at CC side server termed as ‘CC storage repository’. The health-
based measures are forwarded in a medical examining strategy, where the examination is used to evaluate
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the patient’s health state. The data is attained from User Diagnosis Result (UDR) and comprised of the
association of critical disease and probability to acquire them [24,25].

2.4 Disease Diagnosis Module

The projected DNN relies upon diagnosis as well as prediction system and is used in finding disease and
its severity. The advantage of this method is the selection of vital parameters and classification of medical
data based on time restrictions to deploy an effective decision. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a
computational intelligence model that emerged from a system of biological neurons to solve the
prediction issue, Natural Language Processing as well as drug identification. DNN has a certain level of
complexity while a NN has massive layers. DNN applies the difficult arithmetical method in computing
the data. Hence, the NN is able to achieve efficiency in tedious applications to find the patterns in the last
few decades. DNN is composed of an input layer for actual descriptors Xl, L hidden layers, and a
resultant layer for data prediction.

The DNN is established by the exploitation of the TensorFlow model, the tf.contrib.learn.DNN
Classifier DL library from Google, in Python programming language. Recently, the traditional models are
developed with the best NN inclusive of many layers and neuron values. Thus, a DNN is deployed by
processing the maximum set of trials. The manual configuration of DNN is carried out by changing the
given metrics. In essence, the number of hidden layers, the activation function, the number of learning
steps and, each hidden layer is composed of neurons. The DNN classifier applied, tends to produce every
neuron layer, under the application of ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit) activation function. DNN is simple
and productive. The output layer is based on softmax function and the cost function is named as cross-
entropy. The rectifier is said to be activation function as given in the Eq. (14):

F xð Þ¼xþ¼ max 0; xð Þ (14)

where x denotes the input. It is named as ramp function and is same as half-wave rectification computation. A
unit that applies a rectifier is called as ReLU.

f xð Þ¼ ln½1þ expðxÞ (15)

This is named as softplus function. While experimenting the prediction process, a novel depiction of
actual descriptors is extracted from hidden layers as given below:

Xtþ1¼ H WlXlþBlð Þ; l ¼ 1; . . . ; L (16)

where Wl and Bl imply the weight matrix and biasing lth hidden layer whereas H denotes the relevant
activation function.

3 Performance Validation

3.1 Dataset

For the validation of results provided by OGSO-DNN method, an extensive analysis was conducted
under the application of provided datasets and UCI datasets. The latter consists of massive data samples
for disease analysis of students with obesity, infectious, respiratory, and heart-based diseases, and random
development of EEG signal by exploiting EMOTIVEPOC sensor data to find the stress level among
25 students. The test instances were used to predict significant diseases projected by the application of
available data regarding the physicians. For experimentation, 10 fold cross validation process is applied
to split the dataset into training and testing parts.

The test instances were sampled physically by making a comparison of student health signs derived from
the UCI data repository as well as sensor readings with proper diagnostic rules. Tab. 1 displays the list of user
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parameters and feasible diseases predicted from the respective student data. Fig. 4 shows the possible
diseases detected among students.

Table 1: Attributes and its descriptions

S. No. Users attributes Attributes description

1 Age Age of user in years

2 Gender Whether the user is male or female (0/1)

3 Weight Weight of user in kg

4 BMI Body mass index of user (kg/m2)

5 BP systolic Systolic blood pressure (mmHg)

6 BP diastolic Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg)

7 Haemoglobin A1c Glycated haemoglobin A1c of user(%)

8 Gastro intestinal tract Gastro intestinal index (1-5)

9 Body temperature User current body temperature

10 Stress index User stress calculation based on ECG/EEG pattern

11 Respiration index Respiration index calculation

12 Family history User family history related to diseases

13 History of disease User’s previous health history

14 Belongs to the high-risk area Location of the user home (0/1)

Figure 4: The possible diseases detected in students
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3.2 Results Analysis

Tab. 2 and Fig. 5 depict the sensitivity analyses of previous models and the OGSO-DNN method. The
table values stated that the OGSO-DNN approach yielded higher sensitivity than other techniques. SVM
scheme is highly ineffective one with least sensitivity value. On the other hand, the NB approach yielded
slightly manageable outcomes with improved sensitivity value. Additionally, the K-NN scheme produced
gradual sensitivity value when compared with existing models like NB and SVM models, though it
remains suboptimal to DT, EEPSOC-ANN as well as OGSO-DNN approaches. Furthermore, the DT and
EEPSOC-ANN methodologies resulted in a closer and identical sensitivity value. Therefore, it can be
inferred that the OGSO-DNN framework performed quite-well when compared to previous models by
producing the maximum sensitivity value. For sample, the SVM technique accomplished an average
minimum sensitivity value of 83.22% whereas a slightly better average sensitivity of 87.32% was attained
by NB model. Similarly, the K-NN and DT frameworks illustrated appreciable results with gradual
average sensitivity values of 92.04% and 94.42% correspondingly. The EEPSOC-ANN method yielded a
competing sensitivity value of 96.094%. However, the proposed OGSO-DNN system exhibited qualified
results with higher sensitivity value of 96.956%.

As per Tab. 3 and Fig. 6 EEPSOC-ANN examined the function of EEPSOC-ANN model when
compared with alternate models for specificity. The table values imply that the EEPSOC-ANN technique
offered better outcomes than traditional models. Simultaneously, it is illustrated that the from minimum
specificity value that SVM scheme is the ineffective performer. Additionally, the NB approach concluded

Table 2: Sensitivity analysis of existing models and the proposed OGSO-DNN method

No. of instances K-NN NB SVM DT EEPSOC-ANN OGSO-DNN

2000 92.60 87.90 83.20 93.30 94.78 95.65

4000 88.40 84.60 82.40 92.30 94.97 96.12

6000 93.20 86.40 83.90 93.60 95.63 96.85

8000 92.40 88.60 82.40 96.90 97.23 97.91

10000 93.60 89.10 84.20 96.00 97.86 98.25

Figure 5: Sensitivity analysis of the existing techniques
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to a slightly better result with improved specificity value. Furthermore, the K-NN model provided a
reasonable specificity value than the existing two approaches such as NB and SVM models yet not better
than DT, EEPSOC-ANN, and OGSO-DNN methodologies. The DT and EEPSOC-ANN model illustrated
closer optimal specificity values. However, the OGSO-DNN model demonstrated efficient results with
maximum specificity value. For example, the SVM technology achieved an average minimum specificity
value of 81.68% while a moderate average specificity value of 84.48% was provided by NB approach. In
line with this, the K-NN and DT models resulted in reasonable outcome with the average specificity
values of 87.04% and 91.04% correspondingly. Meanwhile, a slightly better specificity value of 9.492%
was attained by the EEPSOC-ANN technique. Finally, the proposed OGSO-DNN scheme accomplished
good results with higher specificity of 95.076%.

Tab. 4 and Fig. 7 demonstrates the accuracy analyses of previous approaches and the OGSO-DNN
model. The table values clearly show that the OGSO-DNN framework accomplished higher accuracy in
comparison with other models. It has been proved that the SVM model remained ineffective with least
accuracy. Followed by, the NB method generated a slightly gradual outcome with enhanced accuracy
value. Also, the K-NN model obtained moderate accuracy value than NB and SVM models,
unfortunately not better than DT, EEPSOC-DNN, and OGSO-DNN methodologies. Furthermore, the DT
mechanism depicted near optimized accuracy value. Hence, it can be inferred that the OGSO-DNN
system outperformed all other previous approaches by achieving the maximum accuracy measure. For

Table 3: Specificity analysis of the existing models and the proposed OGSO-DNN method

No. of instances K-NN NB SVM DT EEPSOC-ANN OGSO-DNN

2000 84.20 83.40 80.20 92.60 94.32 94.89

4000 86.10 83.60 82.10 91.20 93.49 94.96

6000 87.30 86.90 83.40 92.40 94.87 95.43

8000 88.30 82.10 78.40 88.60 92.40 94.98

10000 89.30 86.40 84.30 90.40 92.38 95.12

Figure 6: Specificity analysis of the existing techniques
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illustration, the SVM scheme accomplished an average minimum accuracy value of 77.334% and a slightly
higher average accuracy value of 79.14% has been attained by the NB model. Along with that, the K-NN,
DT, and EEPSOC-ANN frameworks exhibited appreciable results with average accuracy values of 88.8%,
92.08%, and 94.066% correspondingly. Thus, the proposed OGSO-DNN method accomplished qualified
results with higher accuracy value of 95.764%.

The experimental results of various techniques, utilizing the F-score, are demonstrated in Tab. 5 and
Fig. 8. From the figure, it is evident that the OGSO-DNN technique offered the maximum F-score when
compared with traditional methods. The SVM model seems to be ineffective by achieving the least F-
score value.

Table 4: Accuracy analysis of the existing models and the proposed OGSO-DNN method

No. of instances K-NN NB SVM DT EEPSOC-ANN OGSO-DNN

2000 89.40 76.80 73.40 91.60 93.49 94.65

4000 91.30 78.60 77.67 92.40 94.30 95.27

6000 87.60 77.80 75.60 90.40 93.48 95.86

8000 86.40 80.10 78.40 93.20 94.86 96.09

10000 89.30 82.40 81.60 92.80 94.20 96.95

Figure 7: Accuracy analysis of the existing techniques

Table 5: F-score analysis of the existing methods and the proposed OGSO-DNN method

No. of instances K-NN NB SVM DT EEPSOC-ANN OGSO-DNN

2000 92.40 85.60 81.20 97.60 98.14 98.74

4000 90.30 84.40 82.40 93.60 95.30 96.97

6000 92.40 87.20 86.40 93.20 94.67 96.42

8000 91.40 84.60 80.40 92.70 94.52 95.87

10000 90.90 83.70 81.90 93.30 95.21 96.44
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Also, the NB approach achieved a gradual result with enhanced F-score value. On the other end, the K-
NN method accomplished a better F-score value than two models such as NB and SVM models, but not
better than DT, EEPSOC-ANN, and OGSO-DNN technologies. Additionally, the DT, as well as
EEPSOC-ANN frameworks accomplished competing F-score values. Hence, it can be inferred that the
OGSO-DNN model outperformed other techniques by achieving the maximum F-score value. For the
sample, the SVM mechanism offered an average minimum F-score value of 77.334% while a moderate
F-score value of 79.14% was attained by NB model. Simultaneously, the K-NN, DT, and EEPSO-C
approaches reached better outcomes with gradual average F-score values of 88.8%, 92.08%, and 94.066%
respectively. Therefore, the projected OGSO-DNN system depicted the superiority with tremendous F-
score value of 96.888%.

Tab. 6 and Fig. 9 show a brief power consumption analysis of the OGSO-DNN model with classical
methods. The figure defines that both ACO and GWO techniques consumed more amount of energy and
resulted in the rapid power dissipation of IoT devices. Meanwhile, it is pointed out that the ABC model
applied only minimum amount of energy to ACO and GWO approaches. However, the presented OGSO-
DNN technique illustrated higher energy effective features with lower quantity energy among diverse
number of IoT sensors. The proposed OGSO-DNN model has achieved better performance due to the
incorporation of oppositional based learning concept, which helps to increase the convergence rate of
GSO algorithm.

Figure 8: F-score analysis of the existing methods

Table 6: Result analysis of total energy consumption (%) with existing and proposed OGSO method

No. of IoT sensors OGSO EEPSOC ABC GWO ACO

100 42 46 58 61 67

200 48 52 62 69 74

300 51 59 67 73 77

400 56 64 72 76 81

500 61 69 78 83 84
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4 Conclusion

This paper has presented an energy-efficient clustering and disease diagnosis model called OGSO-DNN
model for IoT-based sustainable healthcare systems. The Oppositional Based Learning process is
incorporated into GSO algorithm to increase the convergence rate. The oppositional concept is applied in
the initialization process of the GSO algorithm. Then the OGSO algorithm selects the optimal number of
CHs for data transmission between IoT devices and the cloud server. Once the medical data reaches the
cloud, DNN-based classification process begins and classifies the disease along with its severity level. An
extensive simulation analysis was carried out utilizing a student perspective healthcare data generated
from UCI repository and IoT devices to forecast the severity level of the disease among students. The
proposed OGSO-DNN model outperformed previous methods by attaining the maximum average
sensitivity of 96.956%, specificity of 95.076%, the accuracy of 95.764%, and F-score value of 96.888%.
In the future, the proposed model can be applied in real-time hospital setting to collect the patient data
and perform the diagnosis process effectively. Besides, the performance of the OGSO-DNN model can be
improved by long short term memory (LSTM), bidirectional LSTM, etc.
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